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RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Social Media Based E-Learning in Elementary School (Case Study at the Ampel 2 Boyolali
Elementary School)

Adi Sifa Muhammad,  Rukayah,  Roemintoyo

Article No.: 1, pp 1–4 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452145

This study aims to describe the implementation of the use of social media-based E-Learning at Ampel 2 Boyolali
Elementary School. This research is a qualitative study by describing several phenomena that occur to obtain
deeper data. Collecting data in ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

A Needs Analysis of Problem-Based Physic Modules of Senior High School

A�fah Shafa Shelviana, Widha Sunarno,  Suharno

Article No.: 2, pp 1–5 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3453734

This research aims at discovering the necessity of teaching materials and learning models or methods that are
needed and suitable for students in Physics learning at Senior High School. This research is a part of the
development research with the ADDIE ...
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RESEARCH-ARTICLE

The Independent Learning Curriculum Concept of Imam Zarkasyi's Perspective In Pesantren For
Facing The Era of Society 5.0

Agung Ilham Prastowo, Arham Junaidi Firman, Tri Mulyanto, + 1

Article No.: 3, pp 1–6 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452147

The era of society 5.0 is an era in which technology is integrated into every aspect of human life. Technology is
not only for sharing the information but also is a part of life. Education strongly in�uences the people to face
society 5.0. The ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Teacher Readiness towards the Latest Lesson Plan Policy in 2020

Agus Badrudin,  Suharno,  Winarno

Article No.: 4, pp 1–7 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3453735

This study aims to analyze the readiness of teachers for the latest lesson plan policy in 2020. A qualitative
approach was employed. The subjects of this study include 16 public elementary school teachers in Miri District,
Sragen Regency, Central Java. ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Bibliocounseling: The Therapeutic Techniques of Guidance and Counseling Services for Higher
Education

Agus Tri Susilo

Article No.: 5, pp 1–7 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452149

Bibliocounseling has evolved as a technique used by mental health professionals to help guide individuals through
their problems with directional reading. Directly reading the literature can help improve the verbalization of
individual feelings and ...
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RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Item Analysis of an Instrument to Measure Chemistry Students' Critical Thinking Skills Based on
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) on Solubility and Solubility Product
(KSP) material using the Rasch model

Agustin Kumala Dewi, Sentot Budi Rahardjo, Suryadi Budi Utomo

Article No.: 6, pp 1–5 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452150

In STEM-based learning students use science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in real interactions that
connect schools, the world of work, and the global world to develop STEM literacy that enables students to be
able to compete in the 21st ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Philosophical Foundation of Curriculum Development of Primary Teacher Education Study
Program at STKIP Weetebula Southwest Sumba East Nusa Tenggara

Agustinus Tanggu Daga

Article No.: 7, pp 1–7 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452151

Philosophical foundation is essential for curriculum development as its foundation, direction and determining the
goal of education. Thus the philosophical foundation in curriculum development guides the quality of learning,
resources, content, learning ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Public Relations Management at Nahdlatul Ulama Al Ghazali University Cilacap Indonesia

Ahmad Novianto, Suharsimi Arikunto, Atik Nidaul Husna

Article No.: 8, pp 1–4 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452152

This study aims to reveal public relations management at nahdlatul ulama al ghazali university cilacap indonesia
in terms: (1) The Planning; (2) The Organizing; (3) The Activity Implementation; and (4) Controlling and
Evaluation. This research is an ...
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RESEARCH-ARTICLE

The Development of Lesson Plan Based on Backward Design to Improve Students' Critical
Thinking at Elementary School

Alben Ambarita, Frida Destini, Dodo Septiawan

Article No.: 9, pp 1–5 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452153

This research and development aim to develop a Lesson Plan Based on Backward Design that is feasible to
improve the critical thinking of elementary school students. Research and development refer to Borg & Gall's
theory. The study population was �fth-...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

A Needs Analysis of Digital Connecting Book in Education In the Pandemic Era

Alfania Putri Fortuna, Amri Muhammad Rida, Ladiva Shyafa Putri Maharani, + 2

Article No.: 10, pp 1–5 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452154

Coronavirus pandemic a�ected the education �eld, especially in the implementation of the learning process which
has turned into an online-based learning. This study aimed to analyze the needs of the digital-based connecting
book as a media of ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Science Learning Tools Project Based Learning (PjBL) Model With STEM Approach To Improve
Mastery of Junior High School Student's Concepts on Environmental Pollution Materials

Al�ani Indah Pratiwi, Widha Sunarno, Sugiyarto Sugiyarto

Article No.: 11, pp 1–6 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3453736

The study aims to determine the e�ect of using the science learning tools Project Based Learning (PjBL) model
with the STEM approach in increasing creativity and conceptual mastery of junior high school students. The
research method used is quasi-...
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Analysis of The Need For The Development of Geometry Interactive Learning Multimedia Based
On Guided-Inquiry In Elementary Schools

Algiyan Eko Prasetya, St. Y. Slamet, Budi Usodo

Article No.: 12, pp 1–5 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3453737

Digital learning media are needed by educators to create meaningful learning. So, it needs a lot of creative,
e�ective, and educational innovations. This study aims to describe the state of mathematics learning media in
elementary schools and to ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

ICT Literacy among High School Students Based on E-Learning E�ectivity in Surakarta

Amy Mukaromatun Luth�ana,  Sarwanto, Ahmad Marzuki

Article No.: 13, pp 1–7 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3453738

Skills for living in the world are 21st century skills based on information, information, and communicate literacy.
ICT literacy supports education successfully due to the fact that ICT literacy on education is lower than general
ICT usage. E-learning ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

Analysis of Cohesion and Coherence Paragraph and its E�ect on Student Writing Ability

Andri Pitoyo

Article No.: 14, pp 1–8 • https://doi.org/10.1145/3452144.3452158

The importance of conducting research about analysis cohesion and coherence of paragraphs in a paper is a
particular concern in e�orts to improve students' writing ability. The problem that arises is there are still many
student papers that are not ...

RESEARCH-ARTICLE

The E�ect of Student Worksheets Oriented to The Myth of "Telaga Ranjeng" to Foster an
Attitude of Caring For The Environment
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